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►►► Economy 

 
The Guardian 
►  Interest rates could rise sooner than thought, says Bank of 
England rate-setter 
MPC member Kristin Forbes outlines scenario pushing inflation above 2.0% 
in 2016 which would force bank to raise interest rates.  
 
International Business Times 
►  Japan Exports Grow Most In Year, Signaling Steady Recovery 
From Recession 
Japan's exports grew the most in a year in December, helped by a weak... 

►►► Politics 

 
WBP Online 
►  War Reignites in Ukraine, Ceasefire in Tatters  
A new rebel offensive in eastern Ukraine is proof that ceasefire talks have 
crumbled and are almost dead.  
 
The Washington Post 
►  Partisan divide in federal employee legislation 
When it comes to federal employees, one party wants to give, the other plans 
to take away. Legislation introduced by House Democrats and Republicans 
demonstrates their differing approaches to the federal workforce.   

►►► Opinions 

 
Mark Chandler 
►  Syriza's Victory: Not The End Just The Beginning  
As the demonizing of Syriza gives way to post-electoral analysis, its victory 
is being seen as anti-austerity not anti-EMU. Politics makes for strange 
bedfellows, and a small conservative party Independent Greeks, have... 
 
Matthew Gault 
►  What does an electronic open-air drug market have to do with bringing 
down dictators? Everything. 
A case in which the FBI used questionable, possibly illegal tactics to bring 
down a man it  charges is an Internet mega-drug dealer has compromised... 

►►► Currencies 

 

Trading Floor 
►  Fears of Fresh Sanctions Hit Russian Ruble 
Renewed concerns about a fresh round of Western sanctions against 
Russia pressured the already battered ruble Monday.  
 
RTT News 
►  Swiss Franc Extends Slide Against Majors 
The Swiss franc extended its decline against its major rivals on Monday's 
European deals, as a data showed that sight deposits of domestic banks 
with the Swiss National Bank improved from last week, suggesting the 
possibility of an intervention to prevent the currency's appreciation.  

►►► Markets 

 

Reuters 
►  U.S. stocks futures edge lower on strong dollar, earnings worries 
U.S. stock futures pared some of their earlier losses on Monday as investors 
weighed weaker-than-expected corporate earning, the results of the Greek 
election and its impact on the dollar.  
 
FX Street 
►  Copper retreats from fresh 5-1/2 yr lows 
The industrial metal recovered partial losses after having slumped to fresh 
five and a half year lows earlier in the day as traders continued to weigh 
uncertainties over policies of Greece’s prime minister-elect and hence the... 

►►► Top Videos 

 

CNBC 
►  What to expect from Fed this week 
CNBC's Steve Liesman provides a preview of the Federal Reserve's all-
important meeting.  
 
Bloomberg 
►  Does It Matter if Greece Exits the Euro Zone? 
Bloomberg’s Tom Keene and Olivia Sterns examine viewer responses to 
the Twitter question of the day on “Bloomberg Surveillance.”  
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Disclaimer 
Everything in this article, including opinions and figures, is provided for informational purposes only and may not be interpreted as financial advice or solicitation of 
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